ACTION ALBERTA

Twitter: https://twitter.com/action_alberta
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/EnoughisEnoughCanadiansFightBackforOurE
egysector/
Website: https://actionalberta.ca

HELLO ALL (The Group of 5,316+ and growing):

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. That motivation should naturally flow from the fact that Alberta’s energy business is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately that has not happened so far!

BOMBSHELL - A MUST READ ARTICLE BEFORE YOU VOTE

VIVIAN KRAUSE: RACHEL NOTLEY, THE ROCKEFELLERS AND ALBERTA’S LANDLOCKED OIL

What follows is an unbelievable article by Vivian Krause in today’s Financial Post! This should be Jason Kenny’s bombshell lobbed into the campaign immediately. Rachel Notley had the legal opportunity to stop the interference by foreign eco-groups in our energy industry in July 2018 and she did nothing!! And she refuses to answer any questions on it.

This hits very close to home. Many of our own native populations have been paid large sums of money from these foreign intervenors to oppose any pipeline applications and to stall any 'meaningful talks' with the NEB! Even the judge in the latest setback of the TM pipeline that said not enough meaningful talks had been conducted nor adequate information collected on the affect of increased tanker traffic on the Orca whales is suspect of collusion.

Alberta is in the final days before an election and the backbone industry of its economy is practically broken because all pipeline projects out of the province have been stalled or ended. This didn’t happen for no reason. This was planned and is precisely what a Rockefeller Brothers Fund campaign was funded to bring about.

The Tar Sands Campaign has been running for more than a decade with financial help from the US$870-million Rockefeller family philanthropic foundation. The goal of the campaign, as CBC reported in January, is to sabotage all pipeline projects that would export crude oil from Western Canada to lucrative overseas markets.

Northern Gateway, Energy East, Keystone XL, Trans Mountain and Line 3 have all been targeted. Most of the talk about this campaign has focused on how
All been targeted. Most of this activism has focused on how this activism chokes the oil industry, but tax documents indicate it also takes aim at natural gas.

And now Rockefeller-supported groups are helping defeat the UCP, the only party in the Alberta election committed to breaking the U.S. monopoly on Alberta’s overseas oil exports.

Here is the article that will astound you and show you how Albertans have been taken as fools by our current NDP government!


ELECTION D-DAY APPROACHES

It is 3 days until the Alberta provincial election. If you are able, please ADVANCE vote in your designated riding on election day. Also, please remind their Right Thinking network to vote as well!!

Remember, if you don’t vote you give up your right to complain about the outcome.

Should you have any questions as to where you can vote, click this link:

https://map.elections.ab.ca/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI8MKP26LD4QIVCx-tBh0yMwrYEAAYASAAEglKCFd_BwE

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

For today’s email, we decided to go with a longer Readers' Only Comments section, as they relate to the Alberta election on April 16, 2019. Please enjoy!!

1. From a Reader (from Calgary): My wife’s youngest son is at University in Ontario. Other than Christmas he has not been home in 3 years. He loves Toronto and has a consistent summer job there between May and September. Last night in mail delivered to my home, he received 2 cheques from Alberta NDP government for $150 in a carbon tax rebate. He has not paid provincial tax in Alberta for 4 years!!! [Editorial comment: The NDP is BUYING the votes of our millennials with the carbon tax rebate!]

2. From a Reader: [You will like this one!] Sad to see a person with QC in front of their name be an organizer for the pitchfork and torch crowd. You should be ashamed you asshole!

My reply: Nice to hear from you. Please note, the QC is after my name. I am not an organizer for anyone and I do not know what "the pitchfork and torch crowd" means! Please explain. By the way, did you receive your monthly carbon tax rebate cheque?
Best regards,
Bob (aka "asshole")

3. From a Reader: Thanks, for more information on this election and particularly the vote splitting. I will be passing this information on to my family. And, rain or shine, I will be out to Jason Kenney and Andrew Scheer’s rally tomorrow. I feel a “sense of trepidation” for this province that I have called home for over 35 years and a province that has given me, my children, and grandchildren many opportunities they may not have had in other provinces. My daughter and I spent a day in Drumheller and took the time to walk around downtown. It was Saturday and the stores were virtually empty! I asked one of the owners how they were coping with the downturn in our economy and she said they were “just hanging on” and had to lay off staff because of Rachel Notley’s $15.00/hour minimum wage. Another business in Calgary told me he had 5 staff and is now down to 2 because of the loss of jobs and resulting belt tightening, higher business taxes, and Notley’s minimum wage. I’m not a religious person, but I’m offering up prayers for a win by the UCP!

4. From a Reader: Please find below a link to an informative chart on NDP promised budgetary vs actual annual deficits.

https://infogram.com/ndp-deficit-promises-v-reality-1hdw2j50dvkd4l0

Very troubling track record! All voters need to see this chart and it aught to be printed front page in the various Alberta papers. The NDP is absolutely killing our future. When environmental sustainability respective our use of fossil fuels is on every NDP politicians agenda, how about considering the financial sustainability of our province? The NDP is systematically driving our province and all of us into poverty!
5. **From a Reader:** Can Rachel Notley and the NDP be trusted? Are USA environmental activist groups, dedicated to land-locking Alberta oil, funding the NDP? Listen to this interview from Danielle Smith’s Wednesday, April 10 morning radio show:

https://omny.fm/shows/danielle-smith/vivian-krause-2

**Anti-Alberta foes are everywhere and in our provincial government no less!**

6. **From a Reader:** Three days and counting! Not much more to say but VOTE! Advanced polling stations have record numbers coming out so I hope you’re one of the voters! We’ve heard about child care, education, health, and a plethora of social programs and spending. That’s great but **where’s the money coming from?** It has to come from our economy but, **due to the current NDP government and “way over the line” environmentalists, our economy is in deep trouble. The NDP has got to go!** Alberta has an astronomical debt due to the NDP government and an NDP government will only increase it. Go get ’em out of here, folks!

7. **From a Reader:** There has been a lot of talk about the interference of foreign “charitable” money flowing into Canada to land lock our oil sands and interfere in our elections and this has been going on for at least a decade – Vivian Krause, your messages, news stories, etc. **How can a government – Federal or Provincial – accept this money without it being illegal?** It seems to be me that the Notley government should be drummed out of office on this activity alone? Vivian Krause says she has proof that the Liberal government used money from U.S. Foundations to interfere in our election in 2015 and win over Conservative ridings to the Liberals thereby defeating Stephen Harper. I’m gobsmacked by all of this and nothing has been done to stop this activity until now! **Krause also mentioned (radio interview with Danielle Smith – March 9/19) that these organizations are interfering in Kenney’s campaign by “digital door knocking”.** All of these actions beggar belief! Where is our justice system?

**ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING**

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.
1. BRAD WALL, THE VOTE AND THE REAL RACHEL NOTLEY

2. DANIELLE SMITH: INTERVIEW WITH JASON KENNEY

3. NDP AND RED TAPE
https://www.albertastories.ca/red-tape?
mvt=i&mvn=c85811b8eff04bc3ba82be98a6555b2a&mvp=NA-NPFP20-11238683&mvl=nationalpost.com+-+index

4. DAVID STAPLES: EVEN MODERATE ALBERTANS ALARMED BY TRUDEAU'S OIL SANDS PLANS

5. THE ILLUSION OF ALBERTA'S JOBS RECOVERY: GOVERNMENT VS. PRIVATE SECTOR

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me. Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Bob
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email me at biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".
If you do not wish to receive them, please email me at biverach@mac.com" stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.